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Objectives

• Growing Need for Transparency

• Challenges With Being Transparent

• Partnerships For Success

• Metrics Used to Measure Overall Impact

• Looking Forward/ Lessons Learned
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Growing Need for Transparency

Top Five Reasons Families Are Surprised by bills

5.   But I met my deductible last year; I shouldn’t have to pay for this! 

4. I have insurance; THEY are supposed to pay you, NOT me! 

3. What is co-insurance? I paid my co-pay that day. 

2. How did YOU let my balance get that high??!! 

1. No one told me….!
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Patient/Family Experience

Common themes prior to Price Transparency:
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Patient/Family Experience

Feedback following Price Transparency Initiative:
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I am so glad we 
have this resource.

Your team has 
been wonderful!

I appreciate knowing 
what my expense will be  

in advance.

We will make it to 
Disney this year!



Challenges with Transparency

FEAR!

…Of cancellations

….Of increased complaints related to pricing

….Of changing internal processes
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Partnerships for Success
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• Executive Leadership

• Physicians

• Front Line Managers



Patient/Family Experience
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The Why

What is our Goal? 
To provide CHOP families and Prospective CHOP families with an accurate cost 
estimate based on their deductibles, coinsurances and copayments. 

Why? 
Families are experiencing higher cost sharing and need to be informed of cost. 
As healthcare consumers are bearing more financial responsibility, many 
families are seeking estimates prior to service with payment options. To 
advance CHOP’s mission alignment with patient-family-centered standards, a 
higher standard of customer service is crucial to sustainability. 
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Patient Financial Responsibility 

• Cost Sharing Can Include: Deductibles(Individual/ Family), Coinsurance 
percentage (10-40%), Copayments 

• Market Drivers: Narrow Networks & Tier Benefit Designs
– Almost all Health Systems in the Philadelphia region have implemented a 

tiered benefit plan for their employees.
 Tier 1: Lowest out-of-pocket cost
 Tier 2: Moderate out-of-pocket cost
 Tier 3: Highest out-of-pocket cost
 **Pediatric Access
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Who we are 
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Requesting an estimate
Internal Email for requests: patientcostestimates@email.chop.edu

“Hello Cost Estimation, 

The following patient would like an estimate for service. 

Is this a new or established patient? New Patient Cardiology
If established, patient MRN: 555555
Patient Name: Smith, John
Patient Date of birth: 10/25/2007
Date of Appointment: 08/31/2017
CPT code and description: 93306 
Patient Payor (if different than the payor in registration): Registration is up 
to date-Aetna

Thank you,
Customer Service Specialist”
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If CPT code is not 
known, it’s okay, we 
can verify what has 

been ordered, what is 
scheduled in OPTIME, 
information listed in 
referrals/chart etc. 

mailto:patientcostestimates@email.chop.edu


Requesting an estimate
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• Semi-self service options for “prospective” families on CHOP.EDU. 



Requesting an estimate
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• Semi-self service options for “established” families on MYCHOP.
• All contact can be handled via MYCHOP, if preferred by guarantor.
• Message notification to view the letter/estimate in MYCHOP.



Contact to families

• Set a threshold for outreach ($250 or greater)
• Contact families using their preferred methods; MYCHOP, Email, Phone, USPS. 
• SCRIPTING IS HALF THE BATTLE!!!! 
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How Do We Create an Estimate?
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Our Tools/ Vendors
• EPIC estimation tool 
• Experian health (formerly Passport) offers real time access to 

benefit accumulations. 

• Responses from payors are driven by “service types”
**Some payors are more robust in responses than others**

• “Service types” include; specialist, hospital outpatient, 
diagnostic medical, Surgical etc.



How Do We Create an Estimate?
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Three Ways to create an estimate:
• From Registration at the time of service
• Proactively via an existing EPIC Workqueue
• From the appointment desk 

Templates 
CHOP has 52 templates created based on utilization analytics. 

Scheduled Orders:
Using existing scheduled orders to create an estimate 
Radiology

Scheduled Orders tab appears with codes attached to future appointments. 



How Do We Create an Estimate?
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• Historical Cases are Payor/Plan and 
service type driven.

• Averages the total charges for the 
middle 80% of cases.

• Averages total allowed for the middle 
80% of cases with that particular payor 
coverage. 

• Outliers. 



How Do We Create an Estimate?
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Non-Covered Services
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ABN with cost 
estimation letter 

is sent to the 
family. 



Maximizing transparency by educating front End
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• The conversation continues…
• Many front end users utilize Media to view estimate letter and ABN. 
• Current state-training to all CHOP PSR’s/ FC’s



Maximizing transparency by educating front End
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Estimate ribbon appears with payor information that factored into the estimate.  

Orange=Hospital portion of the estimate.

Blue= Physicians portion of the estimate.



Estimate Documentation

• Comments are quick phrases/ smart text. 

• Documentation is added into Account Notes/ Appointment Notes.
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You can always find our notes in any of 
these note types



Measurable Impact
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Provided >3,000 estimates since December 1, 2016 

Increased estimates provided per day from 8 to 80

Supporting 20 Divisions and AdHoc inquiries from families 
prior to services

Accurate or overestimated estimates 93% of the time

Decreased Cardiology BCRC write-offs from an average of 
$3666/month in 2016 to an average of $241/month in 2017

*BCRC = Billing Concerns Resolution Committee



A Look Forward…
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• Resource Planning to sustain increased requests

• Education within organization around insurance and benefits

• Revenue Optimization through Pre-Payments



Questions
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